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The future new-generation radio telescope SKA (Square Kilometre Array) and its precursors will

provide a rapidly growing number of polarized radio sources. Hundred and thousands polar-

ized background sources can be measured towards nearby galaxies thus allowing their detailed

magnetic field mapping by means of Faraday rotation measures(RM). We aim to estimate the

required density of the background polarized sources detected with the SKA for reliablerecog-

nition andreconstructionof the magnetic field structure in nearby spiral galaxies. Weconstruct

a galaxy model which includes the ionized gas and magnetic field patterns of different azimuthal

symmetry (axisymmetric (ASS), bisymmetric (BSS) and quadrisymmetric spiral (QSS), and su-

perpositions) plus a halo magnetic field. RM fluctuations with a Kolmogorov spectrum due to

turbulent fields and/or fluctuations in ionized gas density are superimposed.Recognitionof mag-

netic structures is possible from RM towards background sources behind galaxies or a continuous

RM map obtained from the diffuse polarized emission from thegalaxy itself. Under favourite

conditions, about a few dozens of polarized sources are sufficient for a reliable recognition.Re-

constructionof the field structure without precognition becomes possible for a large number of

background sources. A reliable reconstruction of the field structure needs at least 20 RM values

on a cut along the projected minor axis which translates to≈ 1200 sources towards the galaxy.

Radio telescopes operating at low frequencies (LOFAR, ASKAP and the low-frequency SKA ar-

ray) may also be useful instruments for field recognition or reconstruction with the help of RM, if

background sources are still significantly polarized at lowfrequencies. This work is a part of the

science simulations of cosmic magnetism in the frame of the SKADS (SKA Design Studies).
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1. Introduction

Faraday rotation measures (RM) in galaxies are generated byregular fields of the galaxy plus
its ionized gas, both of which extend to large galactic radii(Fig. 1). RM towards polarized back-
ground sources can trace regular magnetic fields in these galaxies out to even larger distances,
however, with the sensitivity of present-day radio telescopes, the number density of polarized back-
ground sources is only a few sources per solid angle of a square degree, so that only M 31 and the
LMC could be investigated so far [1, 2].

Future high-sensitivity radio facilities will observe polarized intensity and RM for a huge num-
ber of faint radio sources, thus providing the high density background of polarized point sources.
This opens the possibility to study in detail the large-scale patterns of magnetic fields and their su-
perpositions thus allowing the dynamo theory for field amplification and its ordering to be tested.
A major step towards a better understanding of galactic magnetism will be achieved by the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA, www.skatelescope.org) and its pathfinders.

2. Models of RM towards foreground galaxy

The observed RM is a combination of an intrinsic RM of the background sources plus an RM
imposed by the foreground galaxy. The model of observed Faraday rotations includes models of
the random and regular magnetic fields of the galaxy, the distribution of electron density and the
density of polarized background sources [3]. The contribution of the Galactic RM can be accounted
properly from the density of RM detected with the LOFAR (Low Frequency Array) or the SKA in
a slightly larger region surrounding each galaxy. The intrinsic RM of the background sources will
average out if the number of background sources used for the analysis is large enough.
Models for the regular magnetic field in the disk. Although the physics of dynamo action still faces
theoretical problems [4], the dynamo is the only known mechanism which is able to generate large-
scalecoherent(regular) magnetic fields of spiral shape. These coherent fields can be represented
as a superposition (spectrum) of modes with different azimuthal symmetries. In a smooth, axisym-
metric gas disk the strongest mode is that with the azimuthalmode numberm= 0 (ASSspiral field
is observed in many nearby galaxies [5, 2]; M 31 in Fig. 1), followed by the weakerm= 1 mode
(BSSspiral fields are rare [6]), andm= 2 (QSS) [7]. The two magnetic arms (located between the
optical spiral arms) in NGC 6946 [8], with the field directed towards the galaxy’s centre in both,
is a signature of superposedm= 0 andm= 2 modes. However, for many of the nearby galaxies
for which multi-frequency observations are available, theangular resolutions and/or the signal-to-
noise ratios are still insufficient to reveal the dominatingmagnetic modes or their superpositions.
We restrict our analysis to the three lowest azimuthal modesof the toroidal regular magnetic field:
ASS, (m = 0), BSS spiral (m = 1), QSS spiral (m = 2), and the superpositions ASS+BSS and
ASS+QSS. All modes are assumed to be symmetric with respect to the disk plane (S-modes). The
maximum regular field strength is assumed to be 5µG for all modes, consistent with typical values
from observations [6].
Models for the regular magnetic field in the halo. Strong vertical fields (so-called X-shaped mag-
netic fields) extending into the halo are recently observed in several edge-on galaxies such as e.g.
M 104, NGC 253, NGC 891 and NGC 5775 [11, 9, 12, 10].
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Figure 1: M 31: total emission (contours) and polarized emission (B-vectors) atλ6.2 cm superimposed with
the distribution of the Faraday rotation measure from diffuse radio emission [5].

Thermal electron density models.We adopt a Gaussian dependence of the electron density on galac-
tic radiusr (in the galactic plane) and on heightz above the disk midplane. The electron density
near the galaxy center, its radial scalelength and verticalscalelength are taken to ben0 = 0.03 cm−3,
r0 = 10 kpc andh = 1 kpc, respectively.
Faraday rotation models.The galactic magnetic field is modeled as a superposition of aregular part
with a simple azimuthal symmetryBm and a random partBturb which describes the contribution of
large-scale galactic turbulence. The regular field in the disk is parameterized by pitch angle and the
intensity of the corresponding azimuthal mode. The vertical field in the halo increases with height
and its direction is tilted at 45◦ with respect to the plane, as indicated by the magnetic field structure
observed in the halo of nearby galaxies. The Faraday rotation is then modeled as the product of
electron density and magnetic field strength integrated along the line of sight (see Fig. 2).
The number density of polarized background sourcesis simulated using the number counts of po-
larized sources at 1.4 GHz [13] extrapolated to a polarized flux density limit (∼ 0.01µJy) reachable
with the SKA.

3. Recognition and reconstruction of regular field structures

To recognize the large-scale regular component of the magnetic field with a simple symmetry
we apply theχ2 minimization between the ’template’ and the ’observed’ RM patterns for ASS,
BSS, and QSS modes, or their superpositions. This method is also used to evaluate the reliability
of different modes.Recognitionof single and mixed modes of magnetic fields can be reliably per-
formed from a limited sample of RM measurements (≥ 20) towards polarized background sources.
Higher modes (BSS and QSS) are easier to recognize, i.e. theyneed less RM points, shorter ob-
servation time and is less affected by the turbulent component. The dependence on turbulence
becomes dramatic for weakly inclined (almost face-on) galaxies – a reliable fitting requires a huge
number of sources.

When the field structure is more complicated or the turbulentfield is stronger then the regular
field, thereconstructionmethod should be applied. This does not need a “precognition” template,
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Figure 2: ’Template’ RM map (in rad m−2) for an inclination angle ofi = 10o generated for a pure BSS
field pattern, forB = 5µG andn0=0.03 cm−3 (left), a random turbulent field with the r.m.s. level of 30 rad
m−2 (middle) and their superposition, the ’observed’ RM map (right).

but needs a higher density of RM sources and hence deeper observations [3]. To assess the number
of RM points required for a reliable reconstruction we compare the modeled and reconstructed
magnetic field profiles of the BSS-type galaxy. The reconstruction method is superior for strongly
inclined galaxies (about 70◦ and more) and is successful if at least 20 sources are available for one
cut along theminorgalactic axis (or≥ 1200 sources within the solid angle covered by the galaxy).

4. Perspectives for the SKA

Recognition or reconstruction of regular field structures from RM data of polarized back-
ground sources is a powerful tool for future radio telescopes. Measuring RM at frequencies around
1 GHz with the SKA, simple field structures can be recognized in galaxies up to about 100 Mpc dis-
tance and will allow to test dynamo against primordial or other models of field origin for≈ 60000
disk galaxies. For this the sensitivity of 0.015 µJy is needed, which can be achieved within 100 h
observation time with the SKA. On the other hand, the reconstruction of magnetic field structures of
strongly inclined spiral galaxies would require a sensitivity of the SKA at 1.4 GHz of≈ 0.5−5 µJy
(or an integration time less than one hour) for galaxies at distances of about one Mpc. The field
structures of≈ 60 galaxies at about 10 Mpc distance can be reconstructed with tens to hundred
hours of integration time.

A better knowledge of theslope of number countsγ of polarized sources in the flux range
accessible to the SKA is crucial for observations of distantgalaxies and of the required polarization
purity. Observing at larger distancesD requires to increase the observing timeT according to
T ∝ D4/γ in order to obtain the same number of sources per solid angle of a galaxy. The recognition
method raises requirements to the dynamic range of the telescope for polarization measurements
(polarization purity), which may exceed 30 dB in the case of aflat slope of the number density
counts of polarized sources.

Depolarization effects within the background sources, in the foreground of the galaxy or the
Milky Way (in the case if the angular extent of a source is larger than the angular turbulence scale
in the foreground medium) are yet uncertain. Both depolarization effects, internal and external,
depend on the angular resolution and the observing frequency. No statistical data are available yet.
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Future investigations in this direction may modify the number of sources required for a reliable
recognition.

As the RM errors are smaller at larger wavelengths the low-frequency SKA array and low-
frequency precursor telescopes like LOFAR would be an idealtool to study the weak magnetic
fields in galaxies and intergalactic space if background sources are still significantly polarized at
low frequencies.
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